Definitions
In this thesis we use the following mathematical notation:
• Sets -|X| for a set X is it's cardinality (i.e. the number of elements contained).
-[a, b] ⊂ R, a, b ∈ R is an interval of the real numbers. It contains all elements x ∈ R : a ≤ x ≤ b.
-(a, b) ⊂ R, a, b ∈ R is an interval of the real numbers. It contains all elements x ∈ R : a < x < b.
-Combinations like [a, b) and (a, b] are possible as well.
-{a, . . . , b} ⊂ Z, a, b ∈ Z is an interval of integers. It contains all elements x ∈ Z : a ≤ x ≤ b.
• Functions -f : X → Y is a function (or mapping), called f , from the set X to the set Y .
-ϕ µ,σ 2 (x) =
is the Gaussian distribution with µ as mean and σ 2 as standard deviation.
-FFT(f ) is the fast Fourier transform of the function f .
-FFT −1 (f ) is the inverse fast Fourier transform of the function f .
• Vectors -x is a vector.
-For an n-dimensional vector x ∈ R n we define dim( x) = n as the dimension of the vector. -a b = c with c i = a i · b i is the element wise multiplication of two vectors.
-b = accsum( a), the accumulative sum defined element-wise as b i = j≤i a j .
Introduction
Artificial intelligence has made huge progress over the last decades. One topic still fascinating and demanding for further research is computational creativity (sometimes also referred to as artificial creativity). Either attempting to understand what human creativity is and how it works by developing computational models for it or driven by the attempt to outperform humans at one of the tasks they are probably still better in than computers. Composing music is one of those creative tasks. Music is a concept known to all cultural groups around the world. It plays an important role in many social contexts like religion and plain entertainment.
The idea of automatic composition is an old one. W. A. Mozart proposed such a method in 1798 [Moz98] . Since there were no computers at his time he utilized a pair of dice to randomly recombine a set a bars to compose Countrydances. There were as many as 1.85 · 10 17 different pieces that could be composed with his method. It is an example of automatically composing a melody with harmonization arranged for piano all at once. It is possible though, to subdivide the composing process into several task. Examples are rhythm generation, harmonization and melody composition. This work focuses on the latter one.
Motivation and Goal
One definition of music is "organized sound". This definition is a very broad one. We want to focus on western style music, more exactly melodies, that can be written down in a traditional staff. It's worth noting that written music still leaves a lot of interpretive freedom, like slight variations in pitch or time as well as agogics, for each musician that may play it. This music interpretation process is a different topic that goes beyond the scope of our work. An example of such work was proposed by Flossmann et al. [FGW13] . For a broad overview of the topic the interested reader is referred to the survey by Kirke and Miranda [KM09] .
What our system tries to achieve is composing monophonic melodies similar to those of a given training set of melodies. It utilizes higher order Markov models and other statistical models to do so. We decided to follow this approach as this work builds upon the master thesis of Kathiresan [Kat15] which incorporates Markov models as well. The source code can be found on GitHub (https://github.com/roba91/melodycomposer).
A system like this could find applications in generating melodies for practicing an instrument or music theoretical tasks like harmonization with as many melodies as a student pleases. Since it's more fun and therefore more motivating to play or analyze melodies that are pleasant and don't feel unnatural or artificial, we tried to improve the original system by Kathiresan (see Section 2.2.1) in a way to compose more human-like melodies than it was able to create before.
Previous Work

State of the Art
There are several ways to structure the previous work on the topic of algorithmic composition. Here, we will stick to the taxonomy as proposed by Fernández and Vico [FV13] . Their survey paper provides a great overview of the state of the art and is recommended to the reader for a more in depth insight. Automatic Interactive
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of approaches in previous work of computer composed music as proposed by Fernández and Vico [FV13] . Not all fields are covered in our work because we want to focus on the major approaches and those relevant to ours.
It is worth mentioning that it is very difficult in general to clearly categorize all previous works by their approach. This is because many of them are hybrid approaches (like the one proposed by us), utilizing more the one artificial intelligence (AI) approach. Nevertheless, we categorized them by their most dominating approach.
Generating Melodies with Grammars
Lindenmayer Systems (L-systems) and Chomsky grammars have in common that they are an intuitive choice for algorithmic composition. Music is very often repetitive and self-similar. This self-similarity can be found on multiple scales in music. In groups of just a few notes up to bars, phrases, whole compositions (as in movements) or sometimes even across pieces. This self-similarity corresponds to the hierarchical structure of grammars.
Grammars are defined by a set of production rules that are applied recursively in so called derivations to substitute parts of a symbol chain with other symbols. L-systems work similarly, but in every derivation step, all possible rules are applied simultaneously. Such a generated symbol chain must then be mapped to a musical object. Often, this is a simple translation from the grammar alphabet to aspects of a composition, such as pitches, durations, or chords. Moorer [Moo72] and Langston [Lan89] proposed systems that apply these methods.
One important step in grammar driven composition is to generate the rules that define the grammar. There are two basic strategies for this: 1) One can either derive the rules manually from music theory as Rader [Rad74] did, or 2) the recently more often chosen strategy, is to abstract from the musical structure of a training dataset to obtain those rules as Gillick et al. [GTK09] did.
Generating Melodies with other Methods of symbolic AI
Rule-based systems are another intuitive choice for algorithmic composition. Music theory offers a lot of rules on how to compose music, arrange it and other tasks. Some examples of such rules that are well-founded and well-defined in music theory are counter point [MM95] and basso continuo [WK07] .
The rule set used for composing is commonly a static one during execution; however, there are some proposals that use a combination of static and dynamically learned rules [Sch93] . The Literature also provides systems that derive their rules completely from training data [Spa99] , or combine rule templates with training data [MM95] .
Another approach from the field of symbolic AI is the formulation of a set of constraints. The musical task is then accomplished by solving the resulting constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). A lot of work using CSPs was done on solving classical problems like harmonization or counterpoint composition [RP98] . But other aspects of musical composition have been addressed as well. Two consecutive CSPs can be used to compose music following a storyboard modeling the mood of the composition as a function of time as shown by Zimmermann [Zim01] . The first CSP generates a harmony progression from the storyboard while the second one then composes a four-part harmonization from the first's output. Another application of CSPs was proposed by Laruson and Kuuskankare [LK00] . They used constraints to ensure human playability of a melody in respect to the fingering for example.
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a further approach to implement rules of composition tasks [PGMC97] . CBR is an approach where the system starts off with a set of cases for which the solution to the problem is known. If a solution for a new (unknown) case is needed, the system tries to find a similar case and to modify the solution for it in order to solve the new case. This case-solution pair can then be added to the set of known cases.
Generating Melodies with Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms in general start with an initial set (called population) of candidate solutions (called individuals, creatures or phenotypes) to a problem. In iterative steps, new populations (called generations) are generated so that they are better candidate solutions. Therefore, a fitness function must be defined that describes the quality of the candidates. The fitter individuals of the latest generation are selected and modified by so called cross-overs and mutations which are combinations and random changes of the individuals to form the next generation.
This approach has been used in two major forms: Espí et al. [ There are two main ways to obtain the transition probabilities: either derive them by hand i.e. construct and tweak them until the results are satisfying, or learn them from a training set of melodies. The former approach was often taken by composers aiming for supporting their composition process while the latter one was focused on in more scientific contexts [FV13] .
The training process for Markov models is easy. For all states, all transitions are counted and then divided by the total number or transitions. Here is a small example: our training data contains four different symbols "A", "B", "C", and "D". The training data consists of three documents that look like this: {"ABBA", "ACDC", "ACAB"}. For a second order Markov model, two blank symbols are prepended to all documents: {"␣␣ABBA", "␣␣ACDC", "␣␣ACAB"}. Now all following symbols for each bi-gram (that is not the last one of a document) are counted (see Table 1 ). Finally all rows are normalized to sum up to one. The result is called a transition matrix. It contains the probability of next states for a series of previous states.
It was already discovered in early years of the computer age [Moo72] that for lower order Markov models the resulting melodies wander aimlessly around in an unmusical way as mentioned above. For higher orders, one needs a big amount of training data or the results will be plain copies or at most recombinations of large musical fragments of the input. For intermediate orders the results are reasonable. One disadvantage, however, cannot be overcome by choosing a higher order Markov models: the composition process is only aware of a very local excerpt of it's own composition. In this thesis we try to overcome this issue by modifying the melody composition process of the Markov model with other statistical concepts (see Section 4). This transition matrix is calculated by normalizing each row to sum up to one.
Related Work
"Automatic Melody Generation" by Thayabaran Kathiresan
In 2015, Kathiresan proposed a work on composing melodies with first order Markov models trained with a single Melody [Kat15] . The Markov model was post processed with a CSP approach to include none or one of the four constraints: "Include a note ", "Include several notes ", "Use only a set of notes " and "Include a given pattern of notes ". Another approach using a hidden Markov model with categorical distributions was described as well. During evaluation, the first approach turned out to work better though. For this reason, we will focus on the formerly described approach throughout this work and call it KATH for shortness. Kathiresan evaluated the work by conducting a listening test. The participants were asked to classify the results as "human composed ", "algorithm composed " or "not sure ". They were also asked to rate the pleasantness of the melodies on a scale from "excellent " over "good ", "fair " and "poor " to "bad ". His results are visualized in This thesis bases on the code and the idea but takes it further to overcome some of its main issues: Image extracted from Kathiresan's work [Kat15] .
• Our main focus lies on compensating the lack of global composition awareness of Markov models as described in Section 2.1.5.
• We also try to restructure the composition process so that the length parameter to it can be given in bars instead of number of notes which makes less sense from a musical point of view.
• Another major point of improvement is that our algorithm is capable of learning from an arbitrary number of input melodies while Kathiresan's was restricted to one.
• We decide to deprecate the constraint feature in our code as it was implemented in a rather trivial manner with a lot of randomness and less systematic or musical considerations involved, leaving an improved implementation open as future work.
Musical Terms
Key and Mode
The mode of a musical piece defines a series of intervals (i.e. pitch distances) between the notes of a scale (i.e. consecutive pitches in a key-see below). Some examples of modes are major and minor. The corresponding scales can be found in Figure 3 .
The key defines a the root note (i.e. where the scale starts) and the mode (see above) of a piece. 
Beats, Bars, and Time Signature
First, let's have a look at note durations (usually referred to as note values). There are whole notes 2 that can either be divided binary or ternary (using triplets) as shown in 
Count and Off-beat
In this work, count can either refer to a linguistic or a numerical representation of the position in a bar. Both representations share that successive integers, stating by 1, are assigned to the beats of each bar. While the numerical representation is then created by linear interpolation (see Figure 5a ), the linguistic one is a little more complex. "and"s are inserted between the beats when the beat duration (see time signature in Section 3.2) is split in half. If split in half again, "a"s are inserted between the beats and the "and"s. If split into 3 (using triples), the new notes are called "trip" and "let" (see Figure 5b ). When linguistically referring to a count a simplification is made for shortness. Instead of calling the 8 th 16 th note in Figure 5a (row 3) "1 a and a 2 a and a" all syllables before the last beat ("2") are dropped. Thus, it's called "2 a and a". Commonly syllables that aren't necessary for uniqueness are dropped as well, i.e. it's "2 and a". More generally, binary counts match the regular expression "\d+( and)?( a)?", while ternary counts match the regular expression "\d+( trip( let)?)?".
Though it usually refers to something different, we will use the term off-beat throughout the work as follows: The off-beat is the position in the bar, relative to the previous beat. Let n be the numerical representation of a count. Then the off-beat o is defined as n mod 1. The count "4 and a" (numerically 4.75) has an off-beat of .75.
Proposed Method
In the following, we will give an overview of the proposed method. The source code can be found on GitHub (https://github.com/roba91/melody-composer). We will explain the process more in detail in the next subsections. The proposed method is a hybrid approach combining Markov models (see Section 2.1.5) with a further statistical extraction method aiming for compensating the lack of global context awareness of Markov models. Also, further modifications are made to give more context to the melody generation process. Our processing pipeline is shown in Figure 6 . The pipeline starts with the training dataset. In a pre-processing step, the melodies of the MTC-Dataset (see Section 4.1.1) are filtered (keeping only melodies in major mode with a 4 4 time signature) and transposed 3 to the key of C major. This simplification was made to avoid having to handle different keys or modes and to increase the number of training melodies per key as all melodies are in C major. After that pre-processing the actual algorithm starts its work. It first reads in the melodies and splits them into phrases as indicated by phrase separator marks that came with the MTC-Dataset (see Section 4.1.1). The algorithm then extracts two statistical characteristics of rhythm and pitches for each melody:
• For note pitches and note durations each, a parametric Markov model of higher order is trained. Instead of using a transition matrix modeling a conventional Markov model we use a transition tensor. The added axis describes the current off-beat. It's defined within [0, 1). So for a note being played at count "3 and a" the value would be 3.75 mod 1 = 0.75.
The lower the order of a Markov model is, the less context sensitive will the results be. However, if the order is very high the results will be very close to the training data and the memory consumption increases exponentially with the order (see Section 4.1.2). The available RAM 4 determined our upper limit to Markov models of fourth order while a lower order makes less sense from a musical perspective as four notes often form a small musical pattern.
• For both pitches and note durations we extract a contour (see Section 4.1.3) for each phrase, which is basically the low-passed and x-normalized function of the feature (duration or pitch) over time. The contours are then clustered and one of the clusters is selected. A mean of all contours in it is calculated and used as contour to follow while generating melodies.
After that learning process, phrases can be generated. In contrast to the algorithm proposed by Kathiresan (see Section 2.2.1), where all pitches are generated first and the rhythm is generated afterwards, we generate a note duration, then the pitch for it and repeat that process until we are done. If the process reaches a point where the training data is insufficient (i.e. the combination of previous states couldn't be observed in the training data-at least not for the current count) we use backtracking to go back and truncate the search tree (see Section 4.2.4). Now that a basic overview of the algorithm is given we will explain the details of it.
Learning
MTC-Dataset
Before learning anything, a dataset to learn from is needed. Hence, we will give an introduction to the MTC-Dataset that is used by the proposed algorithm.
As will explained in Section 4.1.3 we develop a method to extract melody and rhythm contours from our training data. Treating each song as a whole yields the problem that contours become very diverse and don't form nice clusters. However, considering phrase-wise contours works much better. Thus, we need a phrase annotated dataset. Handling a dataset with all possible keys, modes and time signatures of melodies mixed together would clearly go beyond the temporal constraints of this work. Therefore, a pre-processing step that filters and normalizes the melodies to one key (C major) and one time signature ( 4 4 ) is introduced. It also removes polyphonic 9 input as our definition of melodies includes monophony. The pre-processing tags the MIDI files with the difference of their key to C major 10 .
A melody in D major e.g. would be tagged with the infix "_m2 " (for minus two semitones) between the file name and the file ending. This infix is considered by our MIDI module when reading the files. It then transposes the melodies according to the file name infix.
The whole dataset has 4,120 songs with a total of 23,936 phrases (on average 5.81 phrases per song, average phrase length of 1.82 
Parametric Markov models
From a musical perspective it is intuitive that the probabilities of the note durations are different depending on their position in a musical phrase. Examples are phrase Monophony means that at most one note is played at the same time. Polyphony makes no restrictions to number of simultaneous notes. 10 The information about the key the melodies are in is taken from the LilyPond files that came with the MTC-Dataset. LilyPond files are designed to represent sheet music and therefore contain the key information. MIDI files in contrast, don't include information about the key, and guessing the key of a musical piece is error prone as it can be ambiguous. 11 Evaluated on only 4,084 songs because 36 weren't usable as they were polyphonic, which our MIDI module isn't capable of handling . k   n  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  12   2  -191  44  12  ------4  6  382  593 1,379 10  94  1  3  2  -8  -1  66  13  12  1,222 1  1  71  16   Table 4 : The time signature ( n k ) distribution among the melodies in the MTC-FS dataset.
ending rhythms and even more prominent the fact that it's very unlikely (at least for folk songs) that after two 8 th triples (on count "1 trip let") something else follows than another 8 8 triplet or similar (e.g. two 16 th triplets) because this would cause an offset by one 8 th triplet that wouldn't be resolved until the next 8 th triplet or similar. We will now present an approach to make Markov models aware of that fact.
Parametric Markov models can be thought of as several Markov models. Instead of a transition matrix a transition tensor of rank 3 is implemented. The first idea could be to use the added third dimension for the current position in a bar (i.e. the count) while composing. This causes the training process to need much more training data as transitions are separately observed for all counts in this case. From a musical perspective it can be argued that rhythm considerations are similar for same off-beats regardless of the count (one exception might be the count "1 "). Thus, a reasonable simplification to this approach is to reduce the count to its off-beat. So, for a note being played at count "3 and a", the value would be 3.75 mod 1 = 0.75. In other words, the third dimension does not represent the count (time relative to current bar), but the off-beat (time relative to current beat).
To get an idea of the memory consumption of our algorithm which is growing exponentially with the order chosen for the Markov model, here is an example. Let's assume we are looking at a parametric Markov model of fourth order for pitches and we have a total of 29 different pitches in our training set (which is the case for the MTC-FS dataset after filtering as described in Section 4.1.1). This would result in Repeating the same approximation with a Markov model of fifth order results in a memory usage of about 19.7 GB which isn't feasible any more for our computational infrastructure.
Contours
Markov models are known to not take a global context into account when used as a generative statistical model. To compensate for that, we will now introduce a contour concept. A contour can be thought of as the rough course of the melody (note pitches) or the rhythm (note durations) over time. The process to learn those contours for melody is very similar to the one for rhythm. Hence, we will focus on the melody contour in the following. The rhythm contour can be learned analogously. Several approaches to melodic contours have been proposed. One of the earliest was described by Huron [Hur96] . In his work he only considers the relations between the first, last, and the mean pitch of a phrase. Thus, it is only capable to identify nine types of contours. It is not possible to use the model in a generative way, as it does not make use of absolute values, but ternary relations (higher, lower, same) of consecutive notes, while their duration (i.e. rhythm) is ignored. Schmuckler [Sch99] proposed a more suitable description of melodic contour. He uses the Fourier transform, which is an advantage in our use case, due to easier implementation of smoothing and comparison of contours, compared to Müllensiefen and Wiggens [MW11] who describe a polynomial approximation.
An illustration of the major steps of our method can be found in Figure 7 . For each phrase we extracted a contour-feature vector like this:
1. Mirror the phrase. In other words: Prepend the reversed phrase to the original phrase. This avoids a possible wide jump from the last to the first note as the signal is assumed to be repetitive when calculating a discrete Fourier Transform. 3. Center the phrase to be around 0. This step helps to learn contours, regardless of their register. This step is omitted for rhythm. Several methods for transposing were tested: Transposing so that the first note (that isn't a rest) is 0, transposing so that the mean of the melody is 0 and transposing by the mean of all notes (ignoring their duration). The latter method lead to the best clustering behavior for our dataset as indicated by first experiments. A final evaluation of the results is left as future work.
4. Sample the function in the time axis.
5. Interpolate rests. Rests don't have a pitch but we needed m to be a function (∀t ∈ [0, 1) : ∃m(t)) for the next steps. This interpolation step is only necessary for the melody, since rests define a rhythm as well. For rests at the beginning of the phrase the first note with a ,pitch is expanded to the beginning of the phrase.
For those at the end the last note is expanded. For rests between pitches the interpolation is done linearly.
6. Apply the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the function. Then set all frequencies above a threshold to zero. First experiments indicate that keeping the lowest 6 frequencies is a good choice. An evaluation of the impact of different choices is left for future work (see Section 6). This acts as a low-pass filter (smoothing of the curve). It is important to beware of the energy-loss that such a operation causes. So we multiplied the result with the ration of energy lost to not lose tonal or rhythmic range (i.e. the width of the function when transformed back into the time domain). For implementation details see MelodyContour.low_pass in contour.py.
These steps result in a feature vector x ∈ C 6 for each phrase. Unsupervised learning techniques can then be applied to find a representative contour for composition:
7. Clustering of the vectors. You can think of the clusters as families of contours. Using the Ward variance minimization algorithm [WJ63] yields the best looking results in our use-case (see Figure 8 ). Ward's algorithm is a hierarchical clustering algorithm that, in each step, joins the cluster pair that causes the least increase of in-cluster variance. Different algorithms like K-Means and hierarchical clustering with all distance measures provided by SciPy 12 including min-, max-, and averagedistance result in more diverse clusters. For this work a number of up to 17 clusters turned out to be a good choice as indicated by small experiments. However, in future work a more refined method of choosing the clustering threshold depending on the presented training data is possible (see Section 6).
Replace the cluster members with their not transposed matches (see Step 3).
9. After clustering one of the resulting clusters is chosen. A first trivial way to do so is to select the largest cluster. This however, often results in a cluster with a mean curve (see Step 10) that has little variance. A more promising approach is to use a quality measure incorporating size and variance of the mean curve to choose a cluster. For each cluster C i let
be the mean contour,
| dt the width of the cluster.
The quality measure is then defined as q(
where γ is the weighting parameter, determining the ratio of importance between a cluster's size and the width of its mean contour. γ = 3 is chosen due to preliminary experiments. An exact evaluation of the best choice for γ is left as future work (see Section 6). We then select the cluster C i by arg min
10. The learned contour is then defined as the inverse FFT of the mean contour of the selected Cluster after a mapping to invert the mirroring (see Step 1):
Phrase Composition
Joining Pitch and Rhythm Generation
Following the human way of composing, we change KATH's method of composition (see Section 2.2.1). KATH is only capable of generating a melody with a given number of notes but not a given number n of bars or beats, it composes melodies by first generating n pitches and then n note durations. By changing this strategy to iteratively generate a single duration and then a single pitch, better control over the duration of the melody as well as more context for the composition process is gained. The new algorithm has the information of where in a bar or the piece it is all the time. With this gain of control over the duration of the melody -in terms of not needing to know the number of notes we want to use for the composition before knowing the rhythm or the melody -it is a straight forward modification to the algorithm to make it work with a number of -bars as parameter instead of number of notes. The knowledge of where or better when the algorithm is within the composition is used to select a Markov model according to the current off-beat. As explained in Section 4.1.2 the learning process incorporates training parametric Markov models. The off-beat is used as parameter for the models. The off-beat is calculated as c mod 1, where c is the count in the current bar. The knowledge of the position relative to the whole composition is also used to follow the learned contours (see Section 4.1.3) as will be described in Section 4.2.3. is the number of phrases in cluster i while q(C i ) is its quality measure as defined in Section 4.1.3
Step 9. In this example, cluster C 5 will be selected as arg max
After selecting the appropriate Markov model according to the current off-beat it defines a transition vector t for each state (or sequence of states if using higher order Markov models). t contains the probability distribution 13 of transition for each possible state. We call the transition vector which depends on the off-beat and the previous sequence of states t p if we refer to pitches as states, t d if we refer to durations as states, and t if we talk about both kinds of transition vectors. Let s be the vector of all sates of the Markov model. Note that states are numerical in our case (durations as well as pitches)
14 . We will use s p when talking about pitches as states and s d for durations as states.
Ending Constraints
Assume t = 1 as all cases where t = 0 are caught before as will be described in Section 4.2.4. In the next step, we apply ending constraints to t p to obtain t p and to
• The duration transition vector t d is manipulated in a way to make sure that no longer duration is generated than time (counts) is left in the composition. Let c be the current count in the composition and c total the wanted length of our composition in counts. We now define a duration manipulation vector
• The pitch vector is manipulated in a way, that the last pitch in a melody is one of the tonic triad. As we are working only in C major this is c, e and g in any octave. Since the rhythm is generated first, the algorithm can easily determine which pitch is the last one. This is calculated as
Following Contours
Now that we have two contour functions over time that describe the course of the composition, one for its melody and one for its rhythm (see Section 4.1.3). We have to manipulate the trained Markov models so that their output follows the respective contour. The basic idea here is to manipulate the transition probabilities with a Gaussian filter and let its center follow the learned contours. This will make the melody and the rhythm loosely follow the contours as well.
We therefore define a filter vector f ∈ R | s| element-wise as
is the value of the contour at the current time in the composition and σ 2 a tweaking parameter. σ 2 = 4 for melody contours (which means a standard deviation is four semi-tones) and σ 2 = 0.33 for the rhythm contours (which means a standard deviation of an eighth triplet) are chosen as preliminary experiments showed they work well. A full evaluation of the effects and the best choices is left as future work (see Section 6).
Let t be the transition vector as described in Section 4.2.2. We then calculate the filtered transition vector t = t f and use this instead to draw the next state 15 .
Backtracking
As the algorithm composes a melody, it might find itself in a situation where the previous states do not appear in the training data. In that case, t = 0. All the manipulations in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.1.3 would fail as 0 implies a division by zero. Skipping the manipulations wouldn't help either as there is no information on which state could or should be generated next. A way around that problem is to use backtracking. Since the parametric Markov model's transition probabilities depend on the count, it might well happen that the problem of insufficient training data can be resolved by just drawing another duration state while keeping the pitch. Therefore, our algorithm sticks to one pitch after failing and will not change that pitch until all possible durations for it have failed. This can be quite memory consuming if the training data is small. For every leaf in the search tree (which corresponds to an instance of insufficient data) the algorithm stores the current pitch (the one we decided to try all durations for) and all durations tried yet for each pitch tried yet in its parent node. For the exact implementation, see the code at melody_generation.py:MelodyTreeTruncate.
Results
We now want to evaluate the results of the algorithm proposed in Section 4. The results will be evaluated on the basis of a human benchmark incorporating aesthetics and ambiguity error. Therefore, we will first create a baseline from KATH and the training data (see Section 5.1). We will then explain the online survey set up (see Section 5.2), and finally, we will present and interpret the results of the survey (see Sections 5.3 and 5.4).
Generating the Baseline
The algorithm proposed by Kathiresan [Kat15] is only capable of learning from one MIDI file and composes a melody with a given number of notes. To be comparable to our algorithm a set of ten melodies was created with our algorithm. It was run five times with only one melody as training data, composing two melodies with a length of four -bars. In a loop a random number n in that range is drawn. Kathiresan's algorithm is then called to compose a melody with n notes. This is repeated until the composed melody has a length of four 4 4 -bars. The same training melodies used for our algorithm are used for Kathiresan's as well to achieve comparability of the results.
Conducted Listening Test
The conducted listening test was set up as an online survey. This is possible as there are no requirements to be met by the participants except for the ability to hear. Nor are requirements to be met by the subject's environment expect the ability to hear the presented stimuli. To guarantee that a test stimulus was presented to all subjects, before they started the survey. They were asked if they could hear it. If not, we excluded them from our study.
One of the main advantages of an online survey for our case is the fact that it is much easier to acquire a higher number of participants than with a face-to-face test. Knowing that online surveys will most likely not result in a representative sample of the population [Wri05] we prefer having a big sample over a small but representative one. To avoid costs, the server software is implemented by ourselves and hosted on already existing infrastructure.
To prevent over-tiring of the test subjects, the test time was limited. Therefore, the subjects were randomly split into five groups. Each subject was first asked to answer a few personal questions. A melody was then presented and the subjects were asked three questions about it: 1) if the melody was known to the them, 2) if the subjects think the melody is human or computer composed, and 3) how much the subjects like the melody). This was repeated for twelve different melodies. The twelve melodies presented to each subject were different for each group and in random order for each subject, but the distribution of types were the same for all groups. See Table 5 -bars in a similar style to phrases of the MTC dataset 3 2 Generated from Kathiresan's work [Kat15] Length forced to be four -bars and Markov model order four. Please take note of the difference between the terms "melody" and "phrase", especially when talking about the MTC dataset. A melody can be composed of multiple phrases.
Results of the Listening Test
The online survey was open for about 6 weeks. A total of 248 subjects participated. In the following the answers are visualized. Figure 10: Self-estimated musicality of the subjects. The subjects were asked to selfestimate their musicality on this scale: 1 -"not at all", 2 -"a bit", 3 -"moderate", 4 -"good", 5 -"excellent" : Subjects had to rate how much they like every melody on a scale from 1 to 5 ("strongly dislike","dislike","neither like nor dislike","like","strongly like").
Interpretation of the Results
As mentioned in Section 5.2 it was expected that the probe of people would not be representative. Viewing the age and gender distribution (Figures 11 and 9 ) compared to the German 'Zensus 2011' [Sta11] proves that. Our subjects are younger and there are more males among them than the German average shows. This is probably due to the fact that the listening test was mainly advertised at the local university with a stress on the computer science department (clearly to see in Figure 11 "field of activity"). However, the number of subjects playing a music instrument is more than 30 % higher than the German average of 17 % [Mus14] . It can be assumed that subjects with musical experience are better in detecting non-human composed melodies. Thus, one should keep in mind that our subjects were probably more skeptical towards the presented melodies when classifying them as human or computer composed. Another aspect becomes visible when analyzing the age and the field of activity responses: When opening the access to the internet without restrictions, the responses will end up having some noise. It does not seem plausible that we reached seven people younger than ten years old, nor people older than 90 that are able to operate a computer. This becomes even more clear when "sdfgh" is answered when asking for the field of activity.
Looking at Table 7 we first want to see how well our subjects were able to distinguish human versus computer composed melodies. The row ¬k∧h ¬k of Table 7 shows how often a phrase was classified as "human composed", excluding all cases where the subject knew the phrase. These cases are excluded because the subjects can deduce from knowing the phrase that it must be human composed. However, we only want to look at deduction from the phrase itself. The results for types 1 to 3 match the results Kathiresan found (see Table 2 ). While KATH could only reach about 20 %, our proposed algorithm reached about 50 % of subjects thinking the phrase was human composed. This is as good as random guessing. So the subjects were not able to decide if the presented phrases were human or computer composed. Comparing this number with those of types one and two, it is interesting to see that the participants did not do much better for the human composed phrases.
The answers visualized in Figure 12 yield similar results. In fact the data is nearly perfectly linear correlated as shown in Figure 13 . : Showing the correlation between how the subjects liked a set of phrases and how often they thought the melody was human composed. The red line shows the linear regression of the data points. For the null hypothesis that the error is 0 the two-sided p-value is 1.5 · 10 −6 ; the standard error is 0.12.
Finally, a side note on the high number of subjects stating to know the phrases of type four presented to them, even though they were composed by our algorithm: Since this type of phrases has only one melody as reference (training data), it isn't surprising that the results are very close to the input. Looking at Appendix 6, one can see that this is true indeed but they are not simple replicates of the input. This is theoretically possible as this is not checked explicitly by the proposed algorithm.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have shown that our system produces reasonable results, significantly outperforming the given baselines. Even though Markov models alone are seen as no proper method for algorithmic composition, we successfully showed that when combined with further methods they can yield much better results in terms of being closer to human composed melodies. This can be seen when comparing our results with the ones of Kathiresan [Kat15] , whose basic algorithm solely relies on Markov models. Apart from the previous works, our algorithm outperforms a random guessing baseline, meaning that humans are not able to clearly distinguish its compositions from humans anymore.
Other aspects of melody composition are still open and could improve the results. Due to time restrictions, we had to leave those other aspects as future work. The most promising areas of future study could be the following:
• Generate more but shorter phrases to compose a livelier and longer melody. One could incorporate concepts like variation, repetition and similar in this process to imitate the human composition processes.
• A method for finding proper phrase endings in terms of rhythm. As is, our algorithm might well end a phrase with a very atypical rhythmical pattern, because the transition probability vector of the duration Markov model is not modified except for the last note to make sure the composition does not get too long. A possible solution to this could be to compose the melody from beginning to end and from end to beginning (with a separately trained Markov model) simultaneously and meet somewhere in the middle of the composition.
• Enrich musical diversity by supporting different keys, modes (major, minor, etc.) and time-signatures.
• The contour clustering uses a fixed number of clusters. However, in future work a more refined method of choosing the clustering threshold depending on the presented training data could improve the algorithm.
• Utilize a similarity function to avoid plain rehashing or replicating of the input data.
• Several tweaking parameters were chosen by small experiments because the resources for an intense study to find the best choices were missing. Namely the low-pass filter threshold in Section 4.1.3, Step 6, the weighting parameter γ in Section 4.1.3, Step 9, and the standard deviation values in section 4.2.3 that determine how accurately the algorithm follows the learned contours.
The interested reader can find the source code of the proposed method on GitHub (https://github.com/roba91/melody-composer). 
B.3. Melody 3
You might notice that both melodies generated by our algorithm are the same. Since a lot of randomness is involved in the composition process this is (depending on the width of the search tree) unlikely but possible. We did not filter those occurrences out because we did not want to modify the results in any matter. We actually didn't have a look at the output before starting the listening test. 
